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Presentations

• Thomas Müller

• LAG Sauwald (AT), http://www.sauwald.at

• Sarah Watson

• LAG Chalk & Cheese, LAG Sowing Seeds (UK),
http://www.chalkandcheese.org

• http://www.sowing-seeds.org

• José Ángel Garcia Lucas

• LAG Adri Jiloca Gallocanta (ES), http://www.adri.es
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Key presentation points (1)

• Why cooperate?

• Bringing people together, stimulating exchange and building 
lasting pan-EU contacts, promoting regional identity in an 

enlarged Europe and a global competition context;

• Finding responses to the needs of local areas, involving

transnational partners to overcome specific local issues;

• Supporting & complementing each other for a relevant purpose: 
existence of a critical mass of benefits & beneficiaries (civil 
society, politicians, entrepreneurs) for a Cooperation project.
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Key presentation points (2)

• Approaches to Cooperation

• Project-based: promoter & concept (network support: EN RD 
Cooperation Offers database);

• Area-based: area-specific characteristics as basis for an 
ongoing exchange (network support: EN RD LAG database).

• Practical Solutions & Case Studies

• Step-by-step recommendations (preparation, 
implementation, completion) & common cooperations ‘legends’

• Examples: Food processing, cooking & marketing; food & 
cultural tourism; local information & knowledge management
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Discussion - Setting up a Cooperation project (1)

• How to identify partners and how long should that step take

• Learning process: Getting to know each other means 
exchanging over a longer period of time;

• Territorial aspects: look around & discuss with potential 
partners, it takes time to find an area with the right profile;

• Personal aspects: ensuring that the discussion partner’s 
initiative is backed by other people in the LAG; importance of 
building trust and of reaching agreement (solid letter of intent);

• NRN & EN RD collaboration to support to the partner & 
project identification process: targeted events.
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Discussion - Setting up a Cooperation project (2)

• Critical size of a cooperation partnership

• The number of project partners should depend on the specific 

needs the projects aims to feed;

• A higher number of project partners increases the complexity

of project management and communication;

• Depending on available resources it may be wise not to 
commit to more than one Cooperation project at a time.
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Discussion - Setting up a Cooperation project (3)

• Cooperation Project financing

• Business development focus: match-funding charged against 
own LAG project participants from the business sector – also 
ensures their commitment to the project;

• Vis-à-vis potential partners, be clear about project costs from 
the beginning to ensure their commitment at financial level, too;

• Carefully research RDP financing rules for differences; 
occasional incompatility / failure (and ability to give up) is part 
of the learning process.
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Discussion - Setting up a Cooperation project (4)

• Different application modalities

• Leader subcommittee Focus Group 3 suggestions:

• smoothen the application process through coordination of 

procedural requirements among Member States;

• foresee ongoing or synchronise as much as possible

periodical project calls.

• A specific EN RD Cooperation support tool, originally suggested 
by Focus Group 3, exists in the form of the TNC fiches

(Cooperation Guide, EN RD website).
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Conclusions

• Building trust among partners: honesty, timely identification of 
benefits - but also the likely challenges;

• Sustainable & long standing relationships: importance of 

communication to make first contact; to manage & publicise 
projects; to maintain contact beyond project completion; 

• Don’t be over-ambitious: avoid very detailed planning; avoid 

unnecessarily large partnerships considering de-facto varying 

availability/commitment of partners.

• and… it is hard work, but if you manage well - you’ll have fun!


